Spectralink Brings Award-winning Clinical Mobility Solutions and
New Research to HIMMS17
Celebrates 25 years in healthcare mobile communication solutions
BOULDER, CO —February 17, 2017 – Spectralink Corporation, the global leader in enterprise
mobility solutions for the healthcare, retail, manufacturing and hospitality industries, is bringing
its range of fully integrated and scalable clinical smartphones, superior Voice over Wi-Fi
mobility solutions, and DECT portfolio to the Healthcare Information and Management Systems
Society show (HIMSS17) in booth 6445. The company is marking its 25th anniversary of offering
healthcare-specific solutions and applications, distributing a new research report on the
PIVOT:SC™ (8744)’s advanced camera/barcode scanner capabilities and celebrating the new
award-winning status of this solution.
At HIMSS17, Spectralink will be offering demos of its complete product line of clinical mobility
solutions, including the award-winning dual-function camera/barcode scanner on the PIVOT:SC.
At the booth, the PIVOT:SC will be demoed scanning a variety of barcodes in medical
applications to show not only its superior speed – but the thoroughness and accuracy that
hospitals require from a barcoding system.
The PIVOT:SC camera/scanner’s speed and accuracy was recently verified by independent
research conducted by The Tolly Group, who compared the PIVOT:SC 8744 to the Zebra MC40.
Test results showed that the Spectralink PIVOT:SC had a faster average scan time than the
dedicated hardware-based Zebra MC40. Additionally, tests showed that the Spectralink
PIVOT:SC recognized more symbologies than Zebra at 37 to 24, and could match Zebra’s
scanning accuracy when angled 15 degrees. To view the report, click here. Copies will also be
available in the Spectralink booth.
The PIVOT:SC and its new camera/barcode scanner was also recently recognized with a 2017
INTERNET TELEPHONY Product of the Year Award from TMC, a global, integrated media
company. These awards recognize the most innovative and highest quality IP communications
brought to market, or updated, in the past year.
“Spectralink is committed to partner with healthcare organizations to transition their workflows
to mobility,” said Ashish Sharma, CMO of Spectralink. “Our portfolio of clinical mobility
solutions and our application partner ecosystem are helping clinicians streamline their
workflows and deliver better patient care. We’re excited to show this to HIMSS17 attendees.”

About Spectralink:
Spectralink leads the enterprise mobility market with industry’s most deployed mobility
solution portfolio optimized for mission critical healthcare, retail, manufacturing and hospitality
applications. As the enterprises transition to mobile workflows, Spectralink is at the forefront of
the industry transformation through its innovative end-to-end mobility portfolio. Designed for
challenging RF environments, our mobile solutions enable enterprises to streamline their
workflows and deliver a positive customer experience. To protect our customers’ investments
in UC platforms, we offer the best interoperability in the industry with the leading call control
platforms. Since 1990, Spectralink has deployed millions of mobile devices worldwide –
providing enterprises with the industry’s most reliable, high quality and secure mobility
solutions. For more information, please visit http://www.spectralink.com/.
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